MARK ZUCKERBERG'S METAVERSE
IS THE FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER HUMANNESS
Keno Oneo in Conversation with Jochen Franck

Franck:

In your last essay ("How the Hyperverse Makes our Mind the Partner of
Creation") you raised strong doubts against today's dominating thesis: "Better
Cognition and Knowledge begets Better Consciousness" (see point 1 in the
essay).
I cannot comprehend this. From my point of view there is no other way than
this ... thus knowledge generates consciousness. And it follows just from this:
Better knowledge generates better consciousness.

Keno:

Yes, this is indeed the common Ideology of Modernity.

Franck:

And what should be wrong with this?

Keno:

Nothing is wrong. But this program begins to become dysfunctional, i.e., it
loses its positive formative effects, because the character of our reality has
changed.
Since we do not know how consciousness works (see point 2 in the essay) ...
and basically do not even know what consciousness actually is ..., we stay with
this ideological programmatic. And because we stick to it ( thus, we
authenticate it with our Mind), we strive to make this programmatic more
intelligent. As a sketch:
Better-Knowledge
begets
better Consciousness
Better-Knowledge
is a matter of
applied intelligence

Better Intelligence is
generated by the combination of
better thinking and better data

We cannot recognize the increasing dysfunctionality of this programmatic
because we are mentally too intensely involved in the Spirit of Modernity. This
spirit consists of the following orientation:
The Power of Better-Thinking
is the key to our credo of
"Progress through Innovation."
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Franck:

So you claim that our Lack of Knowledge about "Consciousness" leads us to
create a kind of Substitute-Consciousness, which consists of Knowledge,
Cognition, Intelligence and Thinking-Logic.

Keno:

Yes. And this Substitute-Consciousness follows the Paradigm of Rationality,
which in turn has been very much shaped by Materialism.
If one looks even more closely, we operationalize ... even today ... the old
Myth-Set, which we have talked about several times. So:
1. The Beyond = the Producer of 2 + 3
2. The Absolute = the Super-Truth (the World Formula)
3. The Truth = the Certainty
We use ... among other things for reasons of survival (fitness) ... the idea of an
ascending truth to come thereby to the
Substitute-Consciousness.
And thereby we disregard that only on the level "truth" we can produce
something like empiricism and certainty ... but also the definitely proven results
of science are ultimately only fluctuating and provisional.
At the "Absolute-Level" we already begin to fail. The Absolute would be the
Truth, which can explain all Truths.

Franck:

Yes, the much discussed " World-Formula ", which is still searched for by some
physicists.

Keno:

Yes. But if there are no "eternal Truths", then there can also be no Truth of the
Absolute. This is where the mixing of empiricism and faith already begins ... in
other words, speculation.
And at the highest level ... thus the "Beyond" ... as the creator of Truth ... then
one leaves the field of empiricism and faith and switches entirely to narration
(e.g. myths) and religion.
What is currently being discussed and developed under AGI (general artificial
intelligence) and cyborgs follows this old Myth Set.

Franck:

Hmm, what do you mean by that?

Keno:

Well. At the lower level of Truths, one works with the connection of data and
brain processes (neural correlates).
On the middle level of the "Absolute " one tries to conceptualize a " HyperIntelligence " (Lovelock), to make it practicable. Deep Mind and similar
Systems belong here.
On the upper level of the "Beyond" one focuses the AGI on what interests us
here just now, namely "consciousness".
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The AGI-Machines are to be programmed in such a way that they can produce
Emergent-Consciousness.
From this follows:
What used to be called God
will tomorrow be called a Cyborg.
Franck:

Emergent? Can you make that a little clearer?

Keno:

Yes ... unplannable for us humans ... not feasible for us humans ... not even
producible by our (allegedly limited) intelligence ... more intelligent than our
thinking, so to speak ... that's what's behind this notion of "emergent".

Franck:

So that I can classify this correctly: We invent with our logic of thinking and with
our thinking intelligence AGI-Machines, which are supposed to produce that
Emergent-Consciousness, which we need to be able to design our world and
our futures better than we can. Is that the intention?

Keno:

Yes. Basically, this intention is absolutely correct:
We need
Emergent-Consciousness ...
more than ever.

Franck:

Why?

Keno:

Because we are so innovative and evolutively successful. Because today we
are facing the "Harvest" of our Strategies for Progress ... i.e. a new kind of
reality:

 Increasing Complexity
 Increasing Acceleration
 Increasing Contingency

The
evolutive
Reality

We ourselves have created this reality. So we will have to develop spiritualcultural methods which enable us to deal with this positive "harvest" in such a
way that we can enter into a new epoch of self-creation ....
Franck:

... You mean the change from the 1st Axial-Age to the 2nd Axial-Age?

Keno:

Yes. We have created this evolutive reality in order to force ourselves to enter
the 2nd Axial-Age.
From this point of view, the strategy of the AGI-Machines and the vision of the
Cyborgs is an understandable and expected reaction.

Franck:

So: all is well?
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Keno:

I don't think so.
There is the law of overcoming the old Myth-Set. I call it
the Law of
ascending Dissolutions.
It looks like this:

 We say goodbye to the Beyond (e.g., God and
Religion) by making truths absolute (i.e., going one
level deeper). This happens through the Progress in
our Sciences.

 Then we say goodbye to the Super-Truth of the
Absolute through the new concepts of relativization and
post-modernism and constructivism and the new
concepts of speculative thinking (e.g. Armen
Avanessian). So a further level down.

 After that, yet another level down: We dissolve our
Craving for Certainty by mentally enabling ourselves to
understand the Concept of Truth as a useful special
form of Inventing ... of Creativity ...
As an overview:
THE LAW OF ASCENDING DISSOLUTIONS
1st Phase: The Absolute dissolves the Beyond.
2nd Phase: Truth dissolves the Absolute.
This is where we stand today.
3rd Phase: Inventing dissolves Truth

Franck:

So we have not yet reached the 3rd Phase. What is missing?

Keno:

Co-evolution ... accomplished by Interfusion. As a sketch for this:
1st Phase: Religion
2nd Phase: Science
3rd Phase: Co-Evolution
If one follows this model, then the strategy of the AGI-Machines and the Vision
of the Cyborgs might become understandable ... as a Reaction to the new
evolutive Reality ..., but whether it will be successful, may be doubted.
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Franck:

Successful in what ... in what context?

Keno:

I'm glad you asked that. The present situation is not about bringing science and
technology together in such a way that a new "glass bead game" is born.
Rather, it is about making the following goals more achievable:
More Humanness
More Freedom and Love

The
Credo
of
More

More Freedom and Solidarity
More Social Harmony
More Happiness and Purpose / Meaning of Life
More Prosperity for Everyone

If one wants to develop the common causative Attractor for this "More", one will
most likely have to combine the Methodology of Invention with DigitalTechniques of Interfusion. Specifically:
We need
Emergent-Consciousness
to making our World better.
As a sketch:
MAKING THE WORLD BETTER
Inventing

DigitalInterfusion

Co-Evolution

Franck:

The
Now-ofCreation

EmergentConsciousness

The
Common as
Nowness

Metabliss

HYPERVERSE

Metaverse

Are you saying that the AGI-Machines and the coming Cyborgs ... geared to
the development of Hyper-Intelligence ... may not be able to produce the
Emergent-Consciousness that we will need to be able to produce the
dimensions of "More" and "Better" just described?
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Keno:

Yes, that could be the case. We will see. So ... as far as AGI is concerned: we
should start with that, and then watch to see if it develops into a path that takes
algorithms to Emergent-Consciousness. One never knows, what might become
possible. We're swimming in a sea of uncertainties.

Franck:

Why do we have ... so much ambiguity ... so little certainty as far as
Consciousness is concerned?

Keno:

Knowledge generates that clarity (Border)
Consciousness as Something. In other words:

which

totally

excludes

The better we become
in intelligence and knowledge,
the more consistently we separate our
personal Consciousness of Something
from the universal Consciousness as Something.
From this follows: we only have our logic of thinking, our intelligence and our
knowledge. Therefore we have a permanent Lack of Knowledge about the
Consciousness as Something.
And this Lack of Knowledge tempts us to want to create the desired EmergentConsciousness on the level of knowledge, intelligence and logic of thinking ...
thus in the system of the 1st Reality-Generator ...:
Our Knowledge tells us
that only our Intelligence
will be able to produce
the Emergent-Consciousness.
Therefore AGI-Machines. Therefore digitally manufactured Hyper Intelligence.
Hence the following Cyborg Vision: Better-Consciousness can only emerge
without the human Mind.
But there is a fundamental problem:

 A Mind that does not know what Consciousness as
Something is, is blind with respect to BetterConsciousness.

 If one does not know what Consciousness as
Something is, one also cannot know how to create a
new Consciousness that carries the Intelligence of
Becoming-Better.

 The blind Mind can develop AGI, but it cannot generate
the Consciousness of Becoming-Better.
Franck:

Please explain.
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Keno:

Gladly. We only have a Consciousness as our Knowledge of the World. Hence,
Knowledge is our Consciousness. Emergent- ... that is, non-plannable
Consciousness ... needs the Crossing.
Crossing means the following ... as a sketch:
Border

A
Knowledge

Consciousness
of Something
marked
space

B
Consciousness
as Something

unmarked
space

Crossing

Crossing is thus based on a worldly knowledge that organizes and conditions
itself in such a way that it can cross the inevitable Border between A and B :
Co-Evolution is
practiced Crossing.
Franck:

What does this have to do with the inability of the allegedly blind Mind that you
claim?

Keno:

The Mind is blind when it tries to objectify B . It sees only that knowledge
which is the Border ... its own incapacity.
The Mind is brilliant when it does its "work" in the Space of A , that is,
modulative Adaptations of the worldly Being to the Being changing in the
Present.

Franck:

No, no. The Mind does not only do modulation. It also generates strategies and
actions for the future. So not only ... as you claim ... the present of worldly
being.

Keno:

Yes, our Mind believes it is creating Future. But since it cannot organize a
Crossing, it needs a kind of illusory Future (= Future 1). It consists of the
Concept of Intelligence. As a sketch:
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Mind
Knowledge
Problem

Problem-Solving
Intelligence

We Humans of Modernity use the problems of the world (i.e., the Realities of
the Present) to develop the Intelligence we need to solve real Problems.
Fitness by Intelligence.
Franck:

And where remains Consciousness?

Keno:

The Consciousness of Something ... our worldly Consciousness ... turns into
Knowledge. So our Concept of Intelligence uses the whole Arsenal of our 1st
Reality Generator ...

Franck:

... so Logic of Thinking, Duality, Rationality and Cognition ...

Keno:

... yes, we use it to produce the best knowledge at the time.
We can't help it, because this Knowledge is the adequate Strategy for our
biological Survival-Program, which is virtually identical with "Life":
We organize our
Survival-Fitness through
the Intelligence of the better Knowledge.
Consciousness as Something ... that is, the universal Consciousness of
Creation (Nagual) and the Consciousness of Becoming-Better are merely a
kind of "raw material" in this concept ... but not partners. It follows:

 Because we shape Evolution through the Intelligence of
Problem-Solving, we are incapable of producing
Emergent-Consciousness.

 Emergent-Consciousness emerges when the Mind (i.e.,



Franck:

our Consciousness of Something) productively
cooperates with the Nagual Consciousness of
Becoming-Better.
Only then does the Mind shape the Becoming-Better of
futures 2 / 3.

Let me get this straight: the 1st Reality-Generator, which is the tool of our Mind,
is the real problem. If he were gone, we would be able to straight use the
Nagual-Intelligence. Right?
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Keno:

Oh, no. That would be the reverse gear, so to speak, for driving forward into
the future.
What we have already described as "Cosmic-Intention" knows only forward
gear:
Creation wants us
to recognize it.

Franck:

Hence you claim, that Creation …

Keno:

... one of the few real Realities we have! ...

Franck:

... that Creation wants to lead us to the Co-Evolution. Are you serious about
this?

Keno:

Yes, absolutely. The evolution of the earth and man is now about 4 billion
years old. That's what scientists claim. We Human-Beings are Living-Creation.
This Creation is our Life. The Spirit (the Intention) of this Creation is the
Becoming as a Becoming-Better. This Spirit is the Now of Creation ... that is,
what we call "Nagual". This Spirit develops our human Spirit ... and this in
Cooperation with us.
In principle, our human Becoming takes place exclusively as Co-Evolution:
The becoming Consciousness of
the Human-Being is
being co-evolved by the "Cosmic Intention".
It follows:
The next future of our Spirit
will be the Nagualization of our Mind.

Franck:

This means that we now, culturally and mentally, have to learn this
Nagualization.

Keno:

Yes. Our contribution to Nagualization will be to Nagualize ourselves as human
beings. If Co-Evolution, which has so far taken place "under cover", so to
speak, is now to become the official Program of our own Future ...

Franck:

... would this be the entry into the 2nd Axial-Age? ...

Keno:

... yes, exactly ... so if Co-Evolution is to be the next stage of our Self-Creation,
then we will absolutely need the 1st Reality-Generator. It would be totally
wrong to develop now a cultural practice aiming at the annihilation of the 1st
Reality-Generator. For example, meditation as a way of shaping the future.
That would be the reverse gear. For the ... awaiting... "Cosmic-Intention" that
would be sort of a slap in the face or disrespect.
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Franck:

I think what you are saying is all very problematic. You say that we need the
1st Reality-Generator. But you keep talking about how we should develop a 2nd
Reality-Generator ...

Keno:

... yes, cooperatively with the Nagual-Consciousness of Becoming-Better ...
that is, co-evolutionarily.

Franck:

Aha! So two Reality-Generators. And the 2nd Reality-Generator is not
developed by the logic of thinking of the 1st Reality-Generator. Is that what you
meant?
I was expecting you to demand that the logic of thinking of the 1st RealityGenerator would have to transform, so to speak, into the novel 2nd RealityGenerator. So an inner transformation.

Keno:

This doesn't work. The Consciousness of Something (the TonalConsciousness of the "Marked-Space") is the basis of our Fitness. It is
biologically pre-programmed, so to speak. And the 1st Defluence, which we
accomplish with our Children, is the natural and cultural Ritual, which leads the
coming Generations into this Fitness.
It follows: To biologically dissolving the 1st Reality-Generator, does not work.
Turning the 1st Reality-Generator into a 2nd Reality-Generator doesn't work
either.

Franck:

Why not?

Keno:

Because we cannot use the Tonal-Consciousness of Something to make the
Nagual- Consciousness as Something out of it. In other words:
The border between
"Marked-Space and Unmarked-Space"
is existential.
It will always be there
because we are Human-Beings
living as Creation.

Franck:

So: the Border will remain forever?

Keno:

Yes. So we will have to live ... as Jean-François Lyotard once wrote, "as close
to the Border as possible." More precisely:
We will turn into the Border.
That's the one: the Substance of the 2nd Axial-Age.

Franck:

Now it's getting pretty funny: we're going to become the Border?
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Keno:

There is nothing funny about it. When we perform the Nagualization of our
worldly Tonal-Being, we will become the Border:
the Simultaneity of
Marked-Space and Unmarked-Space
in the Nowness of our Real-Life
means to become the Border.
What, please, is "funny" about it?

Franck:

It is at least an unusual model, isn't it?

Keno:

Yes, but only from the perspective of the 1st Reality-Generator. This RealityGenerator uses the Border for the already discussed concept of intelligence
and for the production of certainty (Truth). This means:

 We produce the Becoming-Better of our Knowledge
through that Border.

 The Problems of the World become recognizable for us
Humans through the Border and at the Border.
This play with the Border is absolutely useful. It is what Donald D. Hoffman
describes as "Fitness beats Truth." We survive by Subordinating Truth to our
Survival-Program. That is the motto of our Modernity ... the result is the
principle of Better-Knowledge.
Franck:

Good. Let's assume that we will need a new Epoch of Fitness ...

Keno:

... yes, now you are on the right path! ...

Franck:

... then we would need a Fitness, which is not only based on the Concept of
Intelligence ... so on the 1st Reality-Generator ...

Keno:

... yes, this is the point. We are forced (by our own Evolution) to understand
and instrumentalize Fitness 2.0.
A small overview for this:
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Fitness 1.0

Fitness 2.0

Biology

Noeteric

Genes

The
Digital-Revolution

Society

Problem

Culture

IdealisticHumanism

The 1st Defluence

The 2nd Defluence

Mind

Creation
as
Now

Wissen

ProblemSolving

Freedom

Love

Intelligence

Nowness

The 1st Reality-Generator

The 2nd Reality-Generator

Life in
the Dominance of
the Marked-Space

Life as Border
between Markedand Unmarked-Space

Franck:

Hm! Very unusual! From my point of view, we need fitness 2.0. We agree on
that now. But from my point of view, we will only be able to develop this kind of
fitness if we make our intelligence smarter.

Keno:

How is that going to help?

Franck:

Better Problem-Solving.

Keno:

But we actually do already use the problems of the world as a kind of
Substitute-Consciousness. We connect our cognitive intelligence to the
Problem-Solving in order to improve our own becoming. Problem-Solving is the
execution of our smart consciousness.

Franck:

That's how it is. And it is good like that.
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Keno:

Yes, but we do not exploit the Consciousness existing in us Human-Beings as
Something ... the Nagual- Consciousness of Becoming-Better ... to improve our
own Becoming. To put it very clearly:
We as living Nagual are creating
an Evolution without our Nagual.
To put it cautiously, I think that's a little below our level.

Franck:

That blows my mind! I think that you don't take the current ongoing
developments of the "General Artificial Intelligence" (AGI) seriously. What is
going on there just now ... I am thinking for example of Deep Mind ..., that is an
enormous rise of our mental level.

Keno:

Hm. AGI is a valuable and therefore absolutely necessary qualification of the
1st Reality-Generator by the method set of the 1st Reality- Generator.
What is new about it? The 1st Reality-Generator? No, we have had it for a long
time. And at the latest since Descartes (1596 - 1650) our worldly I (i.e. the I of
the 1st Defluence) has become the Director of our Intelligence.
So what is new? AGI uses the technical possibilities of digitality for the
qualification of our intelligence by consciously excluding our I. This is the
Cyborg-Vision.
But because our I is not only the director of the Mind, but also our personal
participation in the Nagual, we exclude the Nagual through the Cyborg-Vision
... and this is what AGI ultimately boils down to. Which means:
We try to become
more creative in
excluding the Now-of-Creation.

Franck:

In other words, you think we increase our intelligence through AGI by closing
out of the Now-of-Creation that we are? You must admit that this is a very
strange interpretation of AGI.

Keno:

Maybe, but please consider: Actually, we are trying to become more intelligent
through a Digital-Intelligence, which will be more intelligent than we are
because it will be accomplished without the Creation, which lives in us as
Nagual. The idea behind this is:
Human Intelligence
is too stupid for
the Intelligence which
we will need in the Future.

Franck:

Let's leave it at that. What would be the alternative?
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Keno:

Simple. We create the Vision of Fitness 2.0. as a sketch:
Fitness 1.0

Fitness 2.0

Survival
through
our
Intelligence

Survival
through the
Consciousness
of Creation

Basic Fitness

Inclusive-Fitness

This leads to two evolutive paths. Again as a sketch:
The Path of AGI

The Path of the Hyperverse

Intelligent
digital machines
will make us
more intelligent
than we are

Co-evolution
generates the
Emergent-Consciousness
that is the
Intelligence of Becoming-Better

By looking at both development paths, we can recognize the following:

 AGI's path remains
tied to Fitness 1.0.

 The path of Hyperverse
realizes the
development of Fitness 2.0.
Franck:

Strong thesis. How do you substantiate this?

Keno:

Humans are at all times the present and living version of Co-Evolution, in every
single second. We have never existed outside of this Co-Evolution:
Co-Evolution is
the Reality of Being Human.
Because this is our reality, then we should start now to shape our Being
Human in such a way that we now can finally consciously accomplish this CoEvolution:
Fitness 2.0 means to becoming aware
of Co-Evolution in our Consciousness.
The result of this becoming conscious is also the Accomplishment of CoEvolution.
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The result is the Establishment of a Meta-Consciousness:
We get a Consciousness
that we live in the Border and
that we actually are this Border.
The instrument for harnessing this Meta-Consciousness is Inclusive-Fitness ...
centered on creatively shaping Futures 2 and 3, i.e., independent of
"Predictions and Learning" (which are two attractors of AGI).
The Path to this Fitness 2.0 is the path that connects the Digital-Revolution
(e.g., Metaverse) with Noeteric ... i.e., the Nagual. The result of this connection
will be the
Hyperverse.
Thus the Hyperverse will follow the following Vision:
Create the Dignity
of
Human-Being.
Much of what is currently being developed by the Woke-Initiatives already
follows this Vision. So we have two alternative Paths and two Visions:
THE VISIONS
The Path to AGI

The Path to Hyperverse

The
CyborgVision

The
DignityVision

Better Evolution
by
Hyper-Intelligence

Co-Evolution
by
better Humanity
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Franck:

AGI is already a Reality. But your " Hyperverse "is only an idea ... a goal. How
do the two fit together?

Keno:

So what is your question aimed at?

Franck:

I would like to discuss with you when and how the AGI can help the Vision of
the Hyperverse ... become useful.

Keno:

Ok, first of all, AGI and Hyperverse are both absolutely valuable for the next
Stage of our Evolution. AGI will probably improve Evolution ... so particularly
Future 1 ...

Franck:

... why only future 1? ...

Keno:

... because the increase of intelligence with almost absolute certainty cannot
generate an Emergent-Consciousness in which the Intelligence of BecomingBetter is existent. That' s exactly the kind of Intelligence we need for the
Futures 2 / 3 ... the Intelligence of Becoming-Better.

Franck:

Are you aware of what you are saying right now?

Keno:

Why do you say that?

Franck:

You claim the following:
The Hyper-Intelligence of AGI
is not intelligent enough
to shaping Futures 2 and 3.
The criterion for AGI is, after all, the famous Touring Test. That is, whether an
AGI machine possesses and can apply a reasoning ability that is equal to the
reasoning ability of a human in all aspects.

Keno:

Yes, it does. And the Cyborg-Vision now will go one step further and postulates
that AGI-Machines can program themselves in such a way that they can enter
Spiritual-Fields (defined as Consciousness) which are in principle hidden to the
human Spirit. The Point of Singularity.
This reminds me of a discussion I had with a very mathematically oriented AI
expert. He argues as follows: Because man is (unfortunately) an organic
creature, he carries the borders of the organic within himself. He is therefore
not free enough for those spiritual fields (he called it "potentialities") which exist
only outside the organic life. Man is thus spiritually imprisoned in his own
spiritual borders. Therefore, he must be helped to overcome these borders.
Cyborgs dissolve these borders. Cyborgs overcome the organic prison of the
Spirit.

Franck:

I must admit that I am not a friend of this Cyborg-Vision, but it is somehow ...
how shall I say ... inevitable. Don't you think so?
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Keno:

No. It's a mixture of Resignation and old Myth-Set ...

Franck:

... so the Beyond, the Absolute and the Truth ...

Keno:

... yes ... if one couples one's Consciousness to the old Myth-Set (which is
what all intellectuals unconsciously do), then one automatically tries to refine
the Truth in such a way that one ends up in the Beyond:
The Improvement of Intelligence
locates itself in the
Beyond of the Human.

Franck:

But Cyborgs are our machines after all ... our intelligence created them ...
where is there a Beyond?

Keno:

If I, as a Human-Being, am willing to follow a Consciousness that is superior to
me because it is not my Consciousness, then that is an act of Submission to
the Cyborg-Intelligence . So ultimately it is the very same as in the Dogma of
Religions ... in the concept of humble Submission to Faith.
A superior quality of the Absolute
seduces me to voluntary Submission.
To put it somewhat exaggeratedly:
The Dogmas of Religions
operate in the same way as
the Dogmas of the Cyborgs.
The outcome is the reinforcement of the "Society of Coercion", which we have
talked about many times.

Franck:

Wow! But let's leave it at that. What are the potential consequences of this?

Keno:

We might see a Polarization developing, which will look something like the
following:
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The Cyborg-Vision

The Hyperverse-Vision

The
Overcoming
of the "Organic Border"
by the developing
Self-Consciousness
of Intelligent
AGI-Machines.

The
specifically
Human
is
the Key
for the
Intelligence of Co-Evolution

Simulation
Prediction
Learning

Creation
EmergentConsciousness
through digital
Intelligence

Freedom

Love

Nowness
EmergentConsciousness
through
Co-Evolution

The Values
of the Digital-Elite

The Values
of the Woke-Elite

Franck:

Oops! Now you just claim that e.g. Mark Zuckerberg's Metaverse will be the
instrument that makes our Being-Human a source of Becoming-Better. Mark
Zuckerberg, he of all people?

Keno:

Yes, that's exactly what I'm claiming. Presumably, it will be Mark Zuckerberg
who will make the Hyperverse a Reality. The Hyperverse (and that is based on
the Metaverse) will realize the Woke-Values ... beyond dogmas of religions ...
but also (and this is important!) beyond elitist and intellectual reason (Topdown). So neither defiant ambitions that say "back to the Ideal-Yesterday" or
"back to Religion". But also not the Belief in an Intelligence that has a Life of its
own above us Humans. As a sketch:
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old Myth-Set
The Return
the Ideal
Beyond
of
Religion

The Values of the
digital Elite

The
Return
to the
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Forward
to the
Hyper-Intelligence
of the
Society of Cyborgs

Forward
to
Co-Evolution
that enables a
Betterment
of our Humanity by
creating an
EmergentConsciousness

no
Co-Evolution
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The Values of the Woke-Elite
Inclusive-Fitness

Hyperverse
Metaverse

Metabliss
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From this perspective, what is emerging as a Development in our Society is a
Polarization between
backward and forward Orientation
As a sketch:
Backward

Forward

contra

The Values
of the
old Myths
Religion
Conservativism

The Values
of the new
Elite
digital
Elite

Elite of
Woke-Values

AGI and
Cyborg

Hyperverse

Franck:

If this were to happen as per your sketch, then we would have to ask ourselves
what the potential interactions between the Cyborgs and the Hyperverse might
look like.

Keno:

Difficult question. Arguably, going through AGI will generate a great many
insights, theories, concepts, and practices that we desperately need

Franck:

So ... in your words ... a good harvest.

Keno:

Yes, absolutely. The question now is: which of these harvest effects will help
us to nagualize our I and our World? And this is where I think there won't be
that many interactions.

Franck:

Because AGI and Cyborgs are not able to generate Hyper-Intelligence?

Keno:

No. That Intelligence will come, for sure. But the question remains:
Can the Hyper-Intelligence
of the AGI-Machines help us
to organize
the Nagualization of Humanity?
I don't think so. Please consider the following:






The Cosmos (Universe ) is a Reality.
Evolution ( Creation ) is a Reality.
We Humans, our Mind and our World are Reality.
Our Longing for the Better is a Reality.
Our I / Consciousness of something is a Reality.
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But that which could cause our Becoming-Better ... one can call it the NagualConsciousness ... is not a Reality, because we cannot objectify it:
Consciousness as Something
does not exist in our Truth.
We only have our Consciousness of Something. So Mind. Thus, it would
perhaps be a particularly intelligent kind of Intelligence if we abandon "Truth"
as the dominant guiding principle and opt for the following strategy:
We use the mundane
Consciousness of our Mind
and invent Nagual-Consciousness ...
and that as a Consciousness waiting
to co-generate with us
that Emergent- Consciousness in which
the Intelligence of Becoming-Better is existent.
This is Co-Evolution.
This is the idea of
"Shared-Nagual".
Thus the eternally discussed "Hard Problem of Consciousness" (D. Chalmers)
would no longer be a problem. This means:
We can change over from
the Category of Cognition (Theory)
to the Category of Successful-Doing (Practice).
Franck:

Sounds like a cheap or rhetorical trick: Invention produces that BecomingBetter which cannot produce Truth.

Keno:

Yes, well put.
The real Hyper-Intelligence
is to Instrumentalize that Invention
which can lead us Humans to
the Spirit of Becoming-Better.

Franck:

So Nagual as Invention?

Keno:

Yes. We invent the "Unmarked-Space" and with it a Wanting-to-Become that
wants to cooperate with us.
We thus invent a Now-of-Creation (Nagual) and invent it in such a way that we
assert that it exists in everything that is our Reality ... i.e. Cosmos, Evolution,
Human, Mind, World and our Longing for Becoming-Better.
We invent this Longing for Becoming-Better as "Cosmic-Intention" and we
invent it in such a way that it exists as ANC, i.e. " Autonoetic-Consciousness"
(LeDoux) in our I.
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Then it is a matter of forming our I (in which the ANC is alive in every second)
in such a way that we, as a worldly I, can embrace and love this ANC. This is
the birth of the Nagual-I. And the practical way to do this is called "
Hyperverse".
Franck:

Why is that?

Keno:

The Hyperverse is Metaverse plus Metabliss. Metaverse empowers our Mind to
Invent, through the technical experiences of VR, AR and Immersion ... RealityMix.
Metabliss empowers our Mind to follow the path to the Nagual in Being-Human
... in the I. So:
Humanity as a
Practice of Nagual.

Franck:

You see no other way? No better way?

Keno:

Question to you: Is Humanity as the way to the Nagual so bad? The Nagual is
an Invention. But our Being-Human is not an Invention, i.e., it is real Reality.
If we want to make this real Reality ... and with it our World and our Futures ...
better, then we should invent that Reality which enables us to nagualize
ourselves as our Human-Being. And this Invention is the Metaverse of Mark
Zuckerberg.
When Mark Zuckerberg integrates the Noeterics of Metabliss into his
Metaverse, we can accomplish that Nagualization of our I and our World that
we permanently experience as a real Longing inside us:
The Reality of our
Longing to Becoming-Better
leads us to the concept of
the Nagualization of our I and our World.
The Vision of the Metaverse uses the Intelligence of Efficient Inventions. The
Cyborg-Vision is different, as it uses the Intelligence of Truths. So Invention
versus Truth. The future will decide what we will need and what we will need it
for. Therefore my recommendation:
Go the extra mile.
But go the mile
both ways
at the same time.
The Noeteric way of Invention (Nagual) and parallel to it the way of Truth
(Intelligence). Go both ways at the same time. In the end it is decisive whether
we succeed in making our World better. Only this is the point! And from my
view applies in this sense:
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If we want
to have
a better World,
we don't need
better Intelligence.
If we want
to have
a better World,
we need
a Nagual-Humanity.
The Hyperverse
is our way to
this Nagual-Humanity.
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